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Agenda

How to Implement an Effective and Defensible
Preservation Plan

Tips for Reducing the Volume of ESI to be Collected and
Produced in Your Case

Creative Methods to Reduce the Costs Associated with
Document Review
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Immediate Issues

Determine Identity of Key Records Custodians,
including former employees

Litigation Hold: Communicate nature of preservation
obligations to key custodians as soon as possible

Do any routine electronic data operations need to be
suspended or altered?

Identify other sources of electronically stored
information

– Ensure that such sources are properly preserved

– Is there any non-standard electronically stored information
and/or archived material?
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Immediate Issues

Data in the physical possession of a third party?

– Examples: Outsourced functions (payroll, human resources), social media

 Is any data maintained outside the United States?

– Impact of foreign laws?

Consider placing someone in charge of ESI issues and
preparing a written plan documenting the preservation,
collection, review, and production of ESI

– Prepare for Rule 30(b)6 deposition

Need for an outside vendor?
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Issue A Litigation Hold

Obligation to preserve documents, including e-
documents

Litigation hold to suspend normal disposition or
processing of records

Must act reasonably promptly
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Scope of Litigation Hold

What categories of documents and materials

– Subject matter and time frame

Which departments or functions

– Possession, custody, and control, which could include third
parties

Which individuals

– “Key” records custodians
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Content of Litigation Hold

Identify relevant subject matters

Identify forms/types of records

Provide instructions on how to preserve records

Provide contact information for questions
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Example of a Quick Litigation Hold
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Follow-up

Ensure compliance

Periodic reminders to custodians

Continue assessment of adequacy of hold

Refine the scope of the hold as necessary
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Example of a Refined Litigation Hold
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Example of a Refined Litigation Hold- continued
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Example of a Refined Litigation Hold- continued
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How to Preserve Third-Party Records

Written request (or notice) to third parties to
preserve relevant documents and follow-up

Collect the third party’s relevant documents

Don’t forget content that has been outsourced or is
hosted by a third party (e.g. social media sites)
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Tips for Reducing the Volume of ESI to be Collected
and Produced in Your Case

Develop a reasonable, defensible strategy

– Data sources, custodians, time frame, subject matter, file types,
metadata

– Use of automation

– Phased, iterative process

Present and defend your strategy

– Negotiate the parameters

– If no agreement, take it to court

ESI volume drives cost

– Use of technology to reduce collection
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Creative Methods to Reduce the Costs Associated with
Document Review

Relevance and privilege review can be extremely
expensive

Use technology to facilitate review

– Key words, concept clustering, predictive coding

– “Presumptively privileged” protocol with automated generation
of the privilege log

Use attorneys appropriate for the likely sensitivity of the
information being reviewed

– Firm attorneys, staff attorneys, contract lawyers
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Questions & Answers
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